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The issue of God's attitude toward the human institution of kingship in Israel is one concerning which the biblical texts appear --on the surface--to be ambiguous. On the one hand, God blessed the monarchy, and he even chose a kingly line from which to appear in human form. An impressive theology of kingship can be traced throughout the OT and into the NT. On the other hand, we read in several texts in 1 Samuel about Samuel's and God's displeasure over the Israelites' request for a king, and it appears that God's granting of a king is a second-best concession to the people's sinful request, much in the way that Moses permitted divorce as a concession to the people's hardness of heart (Matt 19:8).

However, this analogy is not a good one, since God did not bless and use divorce the way he did the institution of kingship. Furthermore, the prevailing pictures of the idea of monarchy in the OT are consistently positive ones; it is difficult to accept the fact that this view of the monarchy was a concession to a second-best ideal. The answer to the apparent tension in the biblical texts is rather to be sought in the reasons for Israel's request for a king, and not in the question of whether God intended for there to be a king in Israel at all.

A recent work by Gerald E. Gerbrandt points the way toward a resolution of this issue.1 His contention is that the view in what is commonly called the deuteronomistic history2 of the institution of

* Portions of this paper were read at the Midwestern Regional Meetings of the Evangelical Theological Society, Upland, Indiana, April 8, 1988.
2 The term refers to the books from Deuteronomy--2 Kings. As used by Gerbrandt and most others, it also assumes some type of unified authorship for all of these books in one or more strata of the texts. I understand the adjective "deuteronomistic" descriptively, referring to those books or ideas reflective of the distinctive view-
kingship in Israel is essentially a favorable one, not a negative one, as is commonly supposed. The real issue in the biblical texts is what kind of monarchy was to exist or to be exercised, not whether Israel should have a monarchy or not.

Gerbrandt's basic thesis is that the king was "to lead Israel by being the covenant administrator; then he could trust Yahweh to deliver. At the heart of this covenant was Israel's obligation to be totally loyal to Yahweh." The godly king was to lead the people in worship and in keeping covenant, and to trust in YHWH to fight Israel's battles. The true reason for the disapproval of the people's request for a king in 1 Samuel 8 was because they wanted a king "like all the nations" (8:5, 20), who would "go out before us and fight our battles" (8:20). Those kings who were the closest to the idea--David, Hezekiah, and Josia were ones whom the texts especially emphasize as trusting in YHWH and keeping the Law.

The view here is that Gerbrandt has had good success in presenting his case. His thesis provides a compelling argument in its harmonizing of those texts within the deuteronomistic history that have appeared on the surface to be anti-kingship and those that are clearly pro-kingship. Since it is the texts within this corpus that appear to be the most anti-kingship, his solution effectively resolves the tension mentioned above.

Gerbrandt's interest was limited to the deuteronomistic history, and thus he did not consider texts elsewhere. However, when other OT texts are considered, the issue becomes even more clear. It is apparent that, from the beginning, God had designs for kings in the lineage of Abraham. This essay is intended to support the thesis that all the biblical texts that speak to the issue are pro-kingship. Any text that appears to be anti-kingship is dealing with the motivations behind the requests for it or with aspects of its exercise, and is not questioning the legitimacy of its existence.

The survey here will cover the narrative corpus in the Protestant canon that is not part of the deuteronomistic history--i.e., Genesis through Numbers, Ruth, and Chronicles through Esther--as well as the Psalms, with an eye toward highlighting the writers' attitudes toward the institution of kingship. The texts prior to the deuteronomistic history present the earliest history of God's dealings, and they show kingship in Israel to be one of his intended blessings on his people and the nations at least from patriarchal times. The remaining texts in this survey all were written in times points found in Deuteronomy, with no conclusions concerning authorship of Deuteronomy or the other books implicit in my use of the term.

3 Gerbrandt, Kingship 102.
4 In general, the texts covered here will not be anti-kingship even in appearance. The major texts that appear to be negative toward the kingship are in the deuteronomistic history and in the prophets.
5 The discussion here presupposes that the bulk of Genesis - Numbers (and Deuteronomy) was written earlier than most of Joshua-2 Kings. More importantly, it presupposes that the promises and events in these books (Genesis-Numbers) actu-
when the establishment of the kingship was a *fait accompli*. They serve to link Israel's monarchy with the early promises and generally to present the monarchy--and the idea of monarchy--in a favorable light.6

I. THE PENTATEUCHE

The topic of kingship is not a major one in the Pentateuch, which is understandable, since the monarchy was not established until several hundred years after the events therein. However, when the issue is addressed, the institution is presented as a positive thing. The "Charter for Kingship" passage in Deuteronomy 17 aside, the major texts in the Pentateuch that speak to kingship are in Genesis and Numbers.

A. Genesis

It is significant that--from the very beginning--the promise of kings was given to the patriarchs. On three different occasions, God included kings as a blessing--along with the other blessings--upon Abraham and his family:

- Gen 17:6: Spoken to and about Abraham
- Gen 17:16: Spoken to Abraham, about Sarah
- Gen 35:11: Spoken to and about Jacob.

These references are not merely predictions of the (negative) state of affairs that would obtain at some later time.7 Rather, they are part and parcel of the good things--the blessings--that God intended to confer upon Abraham's line.

In the "Testament of Jacob," a "royal" promise to Judah is found in the well-known scepter prophecy (Gen 49:10):

ally were made and took place in history prior to those in the deuteronomistic history.

6 The attitude toward the institution of kingship in the prophetic and wisdom literature is the subject for another study. In brief, the attitude here too is generally pro-kingship.

For example, wisdom literature is favorable toward the monarchy, not least because its primary provenance was the royal court, with King Solomon functioning as a major source of it (see Howard, "The Case for Kingship in Deuteronomy and the Former Prophets," n. 41).

The prophets did spend much time denouncing the contemporary kings. However, this does not necessarily imply a condemnation of the institution of kingship per se. The prophetic denunciations can be seen in the same light as the deuteronomistic denunciations: individual kings turned from obedience to the covenant, perverting justice, neglecting mercy, and generally leading the nation astray. Indeed, the Davidic dynasty is prominent in the prophets as an eschatological symbol of hope for the future.

7 Which is the interpretation that must be given here if it is argued that God was against the idea of a human king from the beginning.
The scepter (םש) shall not depart from Judah, nor the ruler's staff (כַּפָּרִים) from between his feet, until he comes to whom it belongs; and to him shall be the obedience of the peoples.

Almost all commentators and translations see this as a royal (or messianic) prophecy, by translating שָׁש as "scepter" and כַּפָּרִים as "ruler's staff," and by noting the royal imagery in vv 10bβ, 11-12.

The evidence of royal imagery in the passage includes the following:

1. v 10bα, which depicts a ruler's arrival;
2. v 10bβ, where the obedience of the peoples is fit only for a king;
3. v 11a, where the reference to the donkey anticipates the royal imagery of Zech 9:9, in which the victorious king comes riding on a donkey (and cf., of course, the NT references to Jesus' entry into Jerusalem on a donkey, Matt 21:1-9 and parallels);
4. the language throughout vv 10b3, 11-12--and, indeed, all of vv 8-12 is typical of a royal oracle, in promising peace, prosperity, and uncontested dominion."

Given the context, the translations of שָׁש and כַּפָּרִים as "scepter" and "ruler's staff," respectively, are the most appropriate. It is true that שָׁש can also be rendered simply as "rod." However, there is ample justification here for understanding it as a royal instrument. Aside from the general contextual argument, we should note that כַּפָּרִים is parallel with כַּפָּרִים, which in most cases has royal


Westermann, for example (Genesis 37-50 229-30), concludes that "vv. 10-12 are a promise to Judah. V. 10a promises that Judah will retain the dominion that at present belongs to it until it acquires the kingship" (p. 230). Westermann emphasizes that he concludes this before even considering the question of the meaning of He sees kingship dearly in view in all of vv 10-12.

11 If it were to be so here -- and the contention here is that it should not be -- then at the very least it depicts tribal leadership as resident in Judah (cf. vv 8-9), which is still compatible with later pictures of the royal line arising from it.
connotations.\textsuperscript{12} חטבוא carries royal connotations in several other passages as well.\textsuperscript{13}

Subsequent texts confirm that this is royal leadership, since it is from Judah that the kingly line blessed by God eventually comes.\textsuperscript{14} This prophecy receives its initial fulfillment in David, of the tribe of Judah, and its ultimate fulfillment in the Christ, the son of David (Matthew 1).

\[\textsuperscript{12}\text{חטבוא "ruler's staff" occurs seven times, and is only found in poetic passages. It clearly possesses royal significance in four contexts (besides the passage under consideration):}\]

1. In Num 21:18, it refers to a royal staff; it is parallel to חטבוא "staff," and both of these belong to "princes" (שַׁלֹּחַ) or "nobles" (נְבֵלָה).
2. In Ps 60:7 [MT 9] / Ps 108:8 [MT 9], it is used with respect to Judah: "Judah is my scepter."
3. In Isa 33:22, it refers to YHWH as "ruler"; it is parallel to "judge," "king," and "deliverer."

In the other two contexts, it possesses leadership connotations:

4. In Deut 33:21, it is an adjective in the phrase "a commander's portion, with reference to Gad's choosing of the best of the land; it is parallel to "the best" (verbs).
5. In Judg 1:14, it refers to "commanders" from Machir, it is parallel to חטבוא, commonly translated "commander's (or leader's) staff."

\[\textsuperscript{13}\text{See Num 24:17; Zech 10:11; and especially Ps 45:7 (2x); Isa 14:5; Ezek 19:11, 14; Amos 1:5, 8.}\]

\[\textsuperscript{14}\text{A theological problem arises in light of I Sam 13:13-14, where Samuel tells Saul that his house--which is from Benjamin--could have been established as rulers over Israel in perpetuity (שַׁלֹּחַ) but for his disobedience. If Saul had obeyed, would the promise of Gen 49:10 been voided? The answer is clearly "no," in light of the emphasis on David as descendant of Judah. The question is, then, what did the promise to Saul mean? On the one hand, it could be asserted that there was never a genuine promise to Saul to begin with, and that Samuel or the narrator was incorrect in stating that Saul's line could have been established. However, this makes either one or the other a rather unreliable conduit for God's words. The example in I Kgs 11:38--where Jeroboam is promised a sure house (שַׁלֹּחַ) like that promised to David--is helpful here. In the Kings passage, there is no question of Jeroboam's house replacing David's; rather, it would exist alongside his. In the same way, undoubtedly Saul's house could have been established alongside the long-promised house of Judah had he obeyed. (See E. H. Merrill, \textit{Kingdom of Priests: A History of Old Testament Israel} [Grand Rapids: Baker, 1987] 209-10, 325 and the article cited in n. 21 there.) Alternatively, it could be argued that the words to Saul represented a genuine --though hypothetical -- promise, but were never actually intended by God to be fulfilled, and never in danger of needing to be fulfilled, given Saul's character. In this understanding, when God chose Saul in the first place (1 Sam 9:16-17; 10:2), he chose him as a negative example--as a foil to David - whose future behavior was guaranteed to disqualify him. Thus the stage would be set for the introduction of the legitimate line of kingship, that of Judah. Because the establishment of kingship was accomplished in response to a sinful request by the people, they initially received what they deserved. When this king was disqualified, then the true king was inaugurated, from the line intended all along.}\]
B. Numbers

Two references in Numbers—in the Balaam oracles—are relevant to the present discussion. The first is Num 24:7:

Water shall flow from his [Israel's] buckets, and his seed shall be in many waters, his king shall be higher than Agag, and his kingdom shall be exalted.

While the understanding of v 7a is somewhat obscure, v 7b is clear: it is a promise concerning the ascendancy of Israel's king over his enemies, and of his kingdom over theirs. As with the Genesis references, this prophecy is a promise of good things. It assumes Israel will have a king and a kingdom, and that their success is a blessing from God.

The second reference is Num 24:17, another "scepter" prophecy:

. . . a star (חֲבֶּית) shall come forth out of Jacob, and a scepter (טָבַק) shall rise out of Israel. . . .

Here again we see a clear royal promise to Israel, and most modern commentators and versions render טָבַק as "scepter." The following context lists the various peoples over which Israel—or Israel's star/scepter—shall have ascendancy.

II. RUTH

The "royal" significance of the book of Ruth can be found primarily in the blessing of Boaz in 4:11-12 and in the Davidic ge-
nealogy at the conclusion of the book (4:18-22). Both serve to link David with Judah and the patriarchs.\(^{17}\)

The blessing on Boaz does this in at least three ways. First, it mentions two of Jacob's wives: Rachel and Leah (who was Judah's mother). Second, it includes Ephrathah and Bethlehem, which are first juxtaposed in Gen 35:16-19, in connection with the death of Rachel and the birth of Benjamin, step-mother and brother of Judah, respectively. Third, it mentions Judah himself, the father of Perez by Tamar, who are also mentioned. Ruth herself is to be like all three of these patriarchal wives, who were mothers of a great lineage.

In the genealogy, the ancestry of David is traced from Perez to David, including Boaz, Ruth's husband. This serves to link the short genealogy in 4:17 with the mention of Perez in 4:12. The significance of Perez here is that he was the son of Judah.

Ruth and Boaz are thus pivotal figures in the Davidic line. The blessing in 4:11-12 shows us their ties with Judah, Tamar, and the patriarchs; the genealogies in 4:17, 18-22 show us their ties with David. The emphasis on the patriarchs as a whole serves to highlight the continuities between the Davidic and Abrahamic Covenants,\(^{19}\) particularly since nothing concerning Moses or the Mosaic Covenant is mentioned in the book.\(^{20}\) Since a royal heritage is promised to Judah in Jacob's blessing on him, the three lines of evidence in the blessing—as well as the genealogy itself—all remind us of the legitimacy of David's royal status by pointing us back to these two figures.

The significance of the Ruth genealogy also can be seen in that the names therein are likewise found in the Davidic genealogy in 1

\(^{17}\) The extensive discussions about the literary history and integrity of the book--and the place of the genealogical "appendix"—are irrelevant here, since the genealogy after all is part of the final form, regardless of its original provenance. For similar assessments, see B. S. Childs, *Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture* (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979) 563-8; E. F. Campbell, Jr., *Ruth* (AB; Garden City: Doubledav, 1970 172-3.

\(^{16}\) E. H. Merrill has noted the special function of the book of Ruth as a whole in linking the Davidic monarchy with the patriarchs in general and with Judah specifically (see *Kingdom of Priests* 182-87, and also his "The Book of Ruth: Narration and Shared Themes," *BibSac* 142 [198] 133-7).

\(^{19}\) See Howard, "The Case for Kingship in Deuteronomy and the Former Prophets" nn. 39-41; also Merrill, *Kingdom of Priests* 185-6 and "Book of Ruth" 135-7.

\(^{20}\) Specific Mosaic legislation can be seen behind some of the material in the book, of course (most point to the redemption laws of Leviticus 25 and the levirate marriage law of Deut 25:5-10), but Moses himself is absent in the book, as is any reference to the Mosaic Covenant per se or to the Torah as a whole.

We should note that the book of Ruth does not, strictly speaking, portray a levirate marriage as discussed in Deuteronomy. For one, the relevant root ' in Deuteronomy is הָרִיס "to perform the duty of a brother-in-law," not מֶבֶן "to act as a kinsman" (as in Ruth). Second, in Ruth there is no case of a brother actually marrying a widow (and there are three cases of widows portrayed in Ruth). The closest reference to a true levirate marriage is oblique, if it exists at all: in Ruth 1:11; the provision in 4:5 is not found in the Pentateuch.
Chr 2:3-15 (see below), and they also appear in the Matthean and Lukan genealogies of Jesus Christ. Both of the latter include the names in the Ruth genealogy essentially intact,\textsuperscript{21} as well as those of the three patriarchs.

III. \textit{1-2 CHRONICLES}

There is virtually universal agreement in discussions of the issue that the books of Chronicles have David and the Davidic dynasty as a central theme or motif.\textsuperscript{22} Typical is R. North's comment, in a section entitled "Davidism": "The person and dynasty of David forms the heartbeat of all the Chronicler's theology,"\textsuperscript{23} or that of P. R. Ackroyd:

The centrality of the David material . . . appears from I Chron. 10 to 2 Chron. 9 explicitly, and implicitly also to the end of 2 Chron . . . . The elaboration of the Davidic genealogical material [1 Chronicles 1-91 ... would seem to point to an even greater concern with the Davidic ideal . . . .\textsuperscript{24}

The work opens with a massive genealogical section which begins in chapter 1 with Adam and ends in chapter 9 with the post-exilic community.\textsuperscript{25} The shaping of these genealogies highlights the interest in Judah, the Davidic dynasty, and the institution by David of centralized worship at Jerusalem and the Temple.\textsuperscript{26} For instance, the introductory section (chap. 1) moves quickly from Adam to Jacob ("Israel"), and then the body of the genealogical section (chaps. 2-8) focuses in depth on Jacob's descendants, mostly from the pre-exilic period, and particularly from the time of David. It begins with a rapid survey of 12 generations between Judah and David (2:3-15), then moves to Davidic (3:1-24) and Judahite (4:1-23) genealogies proper before proceeding to list the

\textsuperscript{21} In Matthew, the list is identical (1:3-6); in Luke, there are two variants--Salma for Salmon, and Admin and Arni for Ram--but the list is otherwise identical (3:31-33).
\textsuperscript{23} North, "Theology of the Chronicler" 376.
\textsuperscript{24} Ackroyd, "Theology of the Chronicler" 112.
\textsuperscript{25} The chapter concludes with a genealogy of Saul, who is the subject of chap. 10.
other Israelite tribes, with an eye to showing that they all were a legitimate and loyal part of a united Israel.27 David, as the first king of a truly united Israel, and with whom the major narrative portions following the genealogies are preoccupied, is constantly in the background—and sometimes explicitly mentioned—even in these lists. The concluding section (9:1-34) is of the post-exilic Jerusalem community, particularly those involved in the Temple service that David had inaugurated. The lists here also serve to emphasize the continuity between the post-exilic people of God and preexilic "Israel."28

David himself is the focus of the remainder of 1 Chronicles (chaps. 10-29) and his son Solomon of the first part of 2 Chronicles (chaps. 1-9). The remainder of the book focuses on the fortunes of the kingdom of Judah, the heir of the promises of the Davidic Covenant (chaps. 10-36).29 In particular, the importance of David and Solomon as ones who established the Temple and the true cult in Jerusalem is an important theme in Chronicles.

Clearly here we see a positive view of the kingdom and the Davidic dynasty. David and Solomon were both chosen by God as his royal representatives in Israel,30 as were their descendants. The promises to David and Solomon were in perpetuity, and the work ends with a clear note of hope (2 Chr 36:22-23), introducing the re-establishment of the centralized worship in Jerusalem that David and Solomon had initiated.


28 Williamson, 1 and 2 Chronicles 38; Israel in the Books of Chronicles 87-140; Johnson, Biblical Genealogies 80.

We should highlight here an interesting observation of Johnson's, which is to note that in Chronicles, and especially in its genealogies, there is a particular emphasis on the "heads of the fathers' houses" as military commanders, and on military activity in general (Biblical Genealogies 63-68). But, significantly, there are no military allusions in four genealogies: those of Judah, Levi, Manasseh, and Ephraim, "that is, the core tribes of Israel, both south and north" (Biblical Genealogies 69). This serves to highlight the emphasis on a united Israel (see n. 27), for one thing. Johnson concludes that it probably was because the Chronicler had more sources available to him about these four tribes, and thus did not need to rely on military census lists for information. However, it might also reflect the downplaying of military activity that G. E. Gerbrandt highlighted with reference to the Deuteronomistic History (see Howard, "The Case for Kingship in Deuteronomy and the Former Prophets").

29 On the current consensus that the Chronicler was not merely a narrow Judahite nationalist, but that he was indeed a "pan-Israelite" who saw the northern kingdom included as part of the restored Israel, see the works cited in n. 27. This does not nullify the obvious focus on Judah, however.

A question arises in Chronicles studies concerning whether the Chronicler had a "theocratic" or an "eschatological" perspective. If his perspective was theocratic, he would have seen the Davidic dynasty as failed, and thus of no abiding significance into the future, except in the roles of David and Solomon in establishing the cult and Temple worship, which were now to be regarded as the true expressions of God's rule. For most scholars who see the Chronicler as taking this position, the present order--i.e., the end of the fifth century B.C., after the Ezra-Nehemiah reforms, when the Temple and the cult were now well established--represented the culmination of past history and prophecy. An earthly king or kingdom was of no further value, since these had exhausted their usefulness in establishing the cult.

If the Chronicler had an eschatological perspective, he would have seen the Davidic dynasty as continuing beyond his own time, with an abiding significance in God's rule. In this understanding, the promises about the perpetuity of the dynasty were still in effect in the Chronicler's time, despite its absence from the political scene at the time. Most scholars who see the Chronicler as taking this position speak of a "Davidic messianism," the expectation that one day in the future a Davidic descendant would rise to reestablish the kingdom once again.

The resolution of this issue is not essential to the purpose of this paper, which is to show that God was in favor of the idea of a human king in Israel from the beginning and throughout its history. Both positions show the monarchy to be highly valued in Chronicles; only the reasons for its valuation differ.

However, the question does take on some significance in light of the plainly eschatological views of the Davidic line in the prophetic corpus, the Psalms, and the New Testament. Is the book of Chronicles outside the mainstream in this matter--"at the very edge of the Canon," in Rudolph's arresting phrase? A majority would agree with Rudolph, based on what is perceived as a relatively closed view of the future in the book.

Many scholars, however, have argued that the Chronicler was indeed at least somewhat eschatological in outlook, and the view here is that they have had the better of the argument. specifying...
cally, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the Chronicler saw the Davidic dynasty as a perpetual one, given the consistent descriptions of it as "forever." Furthermore, the reference in 2 Chr 13:8 to "the kingdom of the LORD in the hands of the sons of David" is significant, in its assertion that God's kingdom—about which there is no question as to its permanence is now expressed on earth via the Davidic dynasty in Israel. The permanence of the latter is indicated in v 5, with the reference to the covenant of salt, which was an eternal covenant.

Although he lacks the great eschatological vision found especially in the prophets and the NT, this is not to say the Chronicler was closed to the future, and even a future in which the Davidic dynasty figured in some way. That his vision of the re-establishment of this dynasty may have been more limited than that of some writers does not negate his having such a vision. After all, this dynasty was not important for its own sake; it was important as the

icles," in the Isaac Leo Seeligmann Festschrift (ed. Y. Zakovitch and A. Rofe; Jerusalem: Rubenstein, 1983), in which he develops the argument more fully.

38 See the references in n. 33. In all cases but I Chr 17:17, the root is עלם (qâôlîm), usually in the phrase עלם וארוםインターレース. In 17:17, the word is would be translated "for a great while to come" (RSV), "the future" (NIV). In two cases (17:23, 24), עלם modifies the verb of אמן "to establish," which is the same root used to describe the "sure house" of Jeroboam (see above, n. 14). Here it must mean more than merely an "established" or "secure" house for David, speaking of its condition at any given time; it also speaks of duration in time.

The basic meaning of עלם is "remotest time" (E. Jenni, "Das Wort 'olam im Alten Testament," ZAW 64 [1952] 197-248 and 6-3 [1933] 1-35, especially his summary on pp. 246-247; "עולם 'olam Ewigkeit," Theologisches Handworterbuch zum Alten Testament, [E. Jenni and C. Westermann, ed.; 2 vols; Munich/Zurich: Chr. Kaiser/Theologischer, 1984] 2:228-243), although James Barr has argued that it should include the concept of "perpetuity," as well (J. Barr, Biblical Words for Time [SBT 33; 2nd ed.; Edinburgh: SCM, 1969] especially 73-4, 93, 123-4). In the case of a phrase such as בנין עלם, "a perpetual slave," for example, the idea of perpetuity fits better than that of remotest time. It does not always mean "eternity" or "infinity" in the sense of time that never ends. However, it does refer to time that is beyond human perception, either into the past or the future, or time that is unending with reference to the present context (as in the case of ועלם). (See also B. Long, "Notes on the Biblical Use of 'olam 으もら " WTJ 41 [1978] 54-67.)

With reference to the Chronicler's use, the consistent use of עלם to refer to the Davidic dynasty would indicate that he saw its existence as having a future well beyond his own time. His exalting of the glory days of David and Solomon was more than a mere antiquarian interest; it indicates that these days were of continuing relevance to him and suggests that they were to be reestablished in some way.

39 To the discussions of the salt covenant noted in Williamson, "Eschatology," 147, n. 96, add H. C. Trumbull, The Covenant of Salt (New York: Scribner's, 1899).

40 The discussion here often cuts across the two opposing viewpoints mentioned. Dumbrell, for instance ("Purpose of the Books of Chronicles"), rejects the royalist/messianic viewpoint espoused by Williamson and others, but he nevertheless sees the Chronicler as very much open to the future, having an eschatological perspective with regard to Jerusalem, Temple worship, and the true cult. (See also his The End of the Beginning: Revelation 21-22 and the Old Testament [Grand Rapids: Baker, 1981, a stimulating biblical theology that traces five motifs found in the Bible's last two chapters through their earlier development.]
symbol of the kingdom of God (see, e.g., 1 Chr 17:14; 28:5; 29:11-12, 23; 2 Chr 9:8).  

IV. EZRA-NEHEMIAH

The general consensus today is that the books of 1-2 Chronicles on the one hand and Ezra-Nehemiah on the other came from different authors, despite many similarities in situation and outlook and the repetition of 2 Chr 36:22-23 in Ezra 1:1-3.  

This has implications for understanding the views of the monarchy in the two corpora.

The strong emphasis on the Davidic dynasty in Chronicles is entirely absent in Ezra-Nehemiah. Furthermore, the emphasis in the latter on cultic reforms, covenant renewal, and the present order has led many to suggest a closed view of the future in these books.  

Thus, there is little in these books that comments directly on the monarchy, whether historical or eschatological. The silence would indicate a devaluation of its importance, if anything.

However, there are indications in the books that--despite the relatively benevolent attitude of Persia toward the Jews, and the restoration of the Temple and the cult--all was not well even in this period, and that there is more hope for the future than is commonly realized. J. G. McConville has recently argued that even here one can see a perspective of hope and an openness to the future, as have Williamson and K. Koch. McConville does this on the basis both of dissatisfaction in the book with the present state of affairs and of parallels with several prophecies in the prophetic corpus, especially Jeremiah and Isaiah, which indicate

---


43 See the works cited in n. 31.

44 Newsome, for example, who does see a clear eschatological vision centered around the monarchy in Chronicles, nonetheless does not see it at all in Ezra-Nehemiah: "no breath of royalist or messianic hope stirs in Ezra-Nehemiah" ("New Understanding of the Chronicler," 214).

45 McConville, "Ezra-Nehemiah and the Fulfillment of Prophecy."


47 E.g., glimpses of dissatisfaction with Persian rule, the inadequacies of the restored Temple and cult, and the persistence of mixed marriages; Williamson (Ezra-Nehemiah, li-ii) notes most of this, too.
that the expectations in Ezra-Nehemiah still looked to the future, just as these prophecies did.  

Most of the prophetic parallels in Ezra-Nehemiah do not refer to the monarchy or the Davidic Covenant at all, and thus one cannot see here any sort of the same messianic (or royalist) expectations as in Chronicles. However, the reference to the "holy seed" in Ezra 9:2 is certainly suggestive of these, especially given the parallel in Isaiah (6:13), where the holy seed is the stump that remains after the purging of Israel. Furthermore, the references to the restored remnant, including "Israel," "all Israel," and "Ephraim," point to an expectation of some type of restoration of the earlier kingdom. Also, we should note that the emphasis on the Temple and the Law is not incompatible with a "royalist" perspective, and even an eschatological, messianic perspective, since among the king's responsibilities were keeping the Law and worshiping correctly, and leading the people in doing so, and it would be part of the future king's mission to re-establish these in some way.

V. ESTHER

At first glance, there is no evidence in the book of Esther of interest in the Davidic dynasty, or in Israelite kingship generally. This is not surprising, given its setting in the diaspora. None of the standard commentaries refers at all to any interest in this.

However, S. B. Berg has recently argued that there is a clear interest in royal motifs in the book, including an interest in the Israelite monarchy. An obvious sign of this is the portrayal of Esther's royal position and power throughout the book. Another significant one--although less obvious--is the portrayal of Mordechai as a quasi-royal figure. For example, he is seen in royal regalia in Esth 6:8-11 and 8:15. He is invested with royal power and acts like a king in 9:20-23. His ancestry is traced in 2:5 to names in the first Israelite king's (Saul's) lineage: Kish and (possibly)

48 He finds extensive allusion in Ezra 7-9 to Jeremiah 31 and to motifs in Isaiah 40-66.
49 McConville does not note that these two references are the only ones in the OT where the term "holy seed" occurs, nor does he mention the obvious parallels to the messianic shoot-stump-branch prophecy of Isa 11:1ff; both facts strengthen his point.
51 See Gerbrandt's thesis in Kingship According to the Deuteronomistic History.
52 See also Kaiser, Old Testament Theology 261.
55 Berg, Esther 59-61, 70-1.
in the first Israelite king's (Saul's) lineage: Kish and (possibly) Shimei. His enemy in the book is "Haman the Agagite" (3:1), which recalls Saul's enemy Agag in 1 Samuel 15.\(^{56}\)

The parallels between Saul/Agag and Mordechai/Haman are striking.\(^{57}\) For example, we see the first pair as the respective ancestors of the second pair (as just noted). In addition, Saul disobeyed God's command, and spared Agag. Mordechai, by contrast, did not spare Haman, but killed him. Furthermore, Saul spared the best of the booty, also contrary to God's command. Mordechai, on the other hand, did not touch the available booty (Esth 9:10, 15, 16), despite authorization to do so (8:11). In the context of Esther, the reason for this last action is clear enough: it avoided the Jews' being contaminated by anything Gentile, which reinforces the concept of Jewish superiority over the Gentiles seen in the book.\(^{58}\)

Set against the backdrop of 1 Samuel 15, however, this action takes on added significance. Together with the other parallels and contrasts between Saul and Mordechai, it could hardly have avoided a recalling of David to memory, as well.\(^{59}\) If the Jews--by their actions in Esth 9:10, 15, 16 "honor the obligation ignored by their ancestors," as Berg suggests,\(^{60}\) then the message would be--at least in part--that now, finally, the diaspora community has gotten it right, just as David got it right earlier. We are reminded of David in this situation, since Saul's failures were the prelude and necessary precondition to David's rise. David and Mordechai are paralleled in their doing what is right in contrast to Saul.\(^{61}\)

However, the action in Esther 9 does not parallel Saul's situation exactly, since to do so Mordechai would have had to destroy all the booty, not merely avoid touching it.\(^{62}\) Thus, the message here is--at least in part--that Mordechai is not simply the "new Saul," who did obey all of God's commands. Despite the esteem shown him in the book, Mordechai was not to be regarded in the last analysis as a substitute for a Davidic descendant; he was, after all, a Benjaminite. His actions do not correspond exactly to the conditions in I Samuel 15 that would have resulted in a Benjaminite's

---


\(^{57}\) These similarities between early and late figures, suggestive of deliberate patterning in the way they are presented, resemble the way in which it has been argued that another work--Chronicles--patterns many of its later figures and motifs after earlier ones. See R. B. Dillard, "The Chronicler's Jehoshaphat," TrinJ 7 (1986) 17-22, and the review of others' work on p. 17 and nn. 1-6.

\(^{58}\) McCane, "A Note," 261.

\(^{59}\) Although Berg and McCane do not pursue this aspect of the issue.

\(^{60}\) Berg, Esther 67.

\(^{61}\) David "got it right" in the matter of general and consistent obedience to God (contrary to Saul), not in the specific matter of disobedience to the command of God for total destruction in 1 Samuel 15.

\(^{62}\) McCane also makes this point ("A Note," 260-61).
house being permanently established. In this way, he is a contrast to David, whose house was permanently established.

Regardless of whether either of these views of David is actually present in the book—and the judgment here is that the latter view can be seen as part of the book's presentation what can be stated with some certainty is that the book of Esther does present a view of (Israelite) kingship that is favorable. Despite the diaspora situation, with no Israelite monarch reigning over an Israelite state, there is still an interest in the royal status of Esther and Mordechai, although of necessity covert, due to the prevailing political situation. Whether it is narrowly focused on Esther or Mordechai as royal figures in and of themselves (so Berg), or whether it is also intended to call David to mind (as suggested here) is secondary. What is primary is that monarchy still retains its valued status in the book's presentation.

VI. PSALMS

In the Psalter, the idea of kingship is viewed very favorably. An obvious sign of this is the prominent place David the king occupies as author of approximately half of the psalms.

This also is evidenced very clearly by the royal psalms. These were first identified as such by Gunkel as Psalms 2, 18, 20, 21, 45, 72, 101, 110, 132, 144:1-11 (and 89:47-52). In them, David and the Davidic king, and the office of kingship itself, are consistently seen as chosen and favored by God, as exalted and to be prayed for, as central to God's purposes in history. Several of these psalms are quoted in the NT as messianic.

63 Although, even if they had, this still need not have threatened the house of David (see above, n. 14).
64 Berg, Esther 68.


Among those who have expanded upon Gunkel's work in this area, Eaton's is the most comprehensive in extending the category of royal psalms, which he did by paying attention to royal motifs. He identified 31 additional psalms that were clearly royal in his view, and 21 that were arguably so. This is along the same lines taken earlier by many pre-critical and post-critical conservative scholars, who have seen messianic overtones in many more than just the 13-15 quoted in the NT. The effect of these approaches is obvious with respect to displaying the psalmists' attitudes toward the kingship.

A further evidence for the high view of the monarchy in the Psalter is provided by B. S. Childs and his student, G. H. Wilson, in their studies of the placement of royal psalms. They have shown that these are found at critical junctures throughout the Psalter, and that this pattern functions to highlight their importance and provides a hermeneutic for reading the entire book. The Davidic kingship is especially prominent in Books I-III; it gives way to an emphasis in Books IV-V on YHWH's kingship. As Israel's history progressed, the eschatological aspect of its king and kingdom became more clearly understood. Israel's kingdom was a symbol of God's reign on earth; its king was God's vice-regent. It was in the later OT and intertestamental periods, and then in the NT period, that the eschatological understanding of the royal and other psalms attained its height.


See, e.g., Delitzsch's judicious treatment (Commentary on the Psalms [2 vols.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975 reprint of 1881 original] 1:65-71), and also Waltke ("Canonical Process"), who follows Eaton in many areas.


The "Kingship of YHWH" psalms (also referred to as the "Enthronement of YHWH" psalms)--most notably Psalms 47, 93, 96-99--are similar in some respects to the royal psalms, but they form a separate category of their own. (On various aspects of these, see D. M. Howard, Jr., The Structure of Psalms 93-100, Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Michigan [Ann Arbor: University Microfilms international, 1986].)

This does not necessarily involve a "re-interpretation" of these psalms that obliterates their original intent. Rather, it can be seen as "a more precise interpretation of them in light of the historical realities" (Waltke, "Canonical
The net effect of the work on royal/messianic psalms for the purposes of this study is to confirm the importance of the office of king in Israel. The psalms reflect the high view of the monarchy found particularly in Chronicles: David and the Davidic kings were chosen and blessed by God, the vehicles through which he would bless Israel and the nations.

VII. CONCLUSION

This survey of the books containing the biblical records of Israel's history and its songs of worship clearly shows that the idea of the monarchy in Israel was one which God favored from beginning to end. The kingship was no mere afterthought or second-best concession to Israel's foolishness. Rather, promised from the beginning, it appears in these books forming the centerpiece around which God accomplishes his redemptive work in the world. During the Israelite monarchy, the principle was thus: as the king went, so went the nation. The problems that God and his prophets had with the monarchy were in its administration, not in the fact of its existence. This high view of the institution in the OT is affirmed in the NT, where it is shown to have received its climax and fulfillment in Jesus Christ, through whom all peoples of the earth are blessed as they respond to him.

Process Approach," 15; on the unfolding of the meaning of the psalms as ultimately messianic, see his discussion on pp. 10-16).

See also much of W. C. Kaiser, Jr.’s work, on a single-meaning hermeneutic: e.g., Toward an Exegetical Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1981) 23-36, 55-7; The Uses of the Old Testament in the New (Chicago: Moody, 1985) 25-41. Note even W. S. LaSor, "Prophecy, Inspiration, and Sensus Plenior," TynBull 29 (1978) 49-60, where, despite his embrace of a sensus plenior hermeneutic, he argues that the search for the fuller sense must always begin with the literal meaning of the text, must develop it from grammatico-historical exegesis, and constitutes "the fullness of meaning required by God's complete revelation" (p. 59; N.B. that he does not speak of "new" meaning).

While Kaiser (on the one hand) and Waltke and LaSor (on the other) have very different hermeneutical standpoints, the judgment here is that their disagreements are largely terminological and hermeneutical; the final products of exegesis in both camps are strikingly similar.
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David's Successors: Kingship in the Old Testament argues for a new reading of kingship in the Old Testament. Rather than presenting the kings as monsters—with the occasional angelic ruler—this study seeks a more nuanced version of kingship. This book considers the original concept and context of kingship before concentrating on five kings in particular: Jeroboam, Ahab, Hezekiah, Manasseh, and Josiah. This book is ultimately rooted in a hopeful and joyful view of humanity as found in the Psalms, Sirach, and the Chronicles. To read this book, upload an EPUB or FB2 file to Bookmate. How do I upload a book? Search on Google. Impression. The book lets both positions forcefully contradict each other throughout so that the weight of each can be felt and evaluated. Bartholomew writes creatively and passionately with full awareness of every major and minor work written on Ecclesiastes and has an excellent grasp of contemporary theological and philosophical currents. Calling it a welcome addition to the commentaries on Ecclesiastes would be to underestimate the significance of Bartholomew's work. In this addition to the Baker Commentary on the Old Testament Wisdom and Psalms series, Craig Bartholomew combines a careful exegetical reading of the book of Ecclesiastes with keen theological insights.
In this addition to the Baker Commentary on the Old Testament Wisdom and Psalms series, Craig Bartholomew combines a careful exegetical reading of the book of Ecclesiastes with keen theological insights. The series is tailored to the distinctives of poetry and Wisdom literature, featuring emphasis on the message of the biblical book; special attention to poetic structure and literary devices; incisive comments based on the author's translation of the Hebrew text; exegetical rigor that incorporates linguistic, historical, and canonical insights; closing reflections on each section that exp The New Testament proclaims its indebtedness to the Old Testament on the very first page. Matthew begins with an Old Testament genealogy that makes sense only to those who are familiar with the people and events to which it refers (1:1-17). Thus the New Testament signals at the start an engagement with the Old Testament that touches every page and makes great demands on its readers. Statistics and Styles of Quotations. These include midrash, a style of expanded narrative with interpretive comments inserted (e.g., Stephen's speech in Acts 7:2-53); pesher, a style found particularly in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in which Old Testament texts are connected with specific contemporary events (e.g., Acts 2:16; Rom 10:8); and gezerah shawa, a style in which two.